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ABSTRACT

The United States Historical Climatology Network (HCN) serial temperature dataset is comprised of 1221
high-quality, long-term climate observing stations. The HCN dataset is available in several versions, one of
which includes population-based temperature modifications to adjust urban temperatures for the ‘‘heat-island’’
effect. Unfortunately, the decennial population metadata file is not complete as missing values are present for
17.6% of the 12 210 population values associated with the 1221 individual stations during the 1900–90 interval.
Retrospective grid-based populations, within a fixed distance of an HCN station, were estimated through the
use of a gridded population density dataset and historically available U.S. Census county data. The grid-based
populations for the HCN stations provide values derived from a consistent methodology compared to the current
HCN populations that can vary as definitions of the area associated with a city change over time. The use of
grid-based populations may minimally be appropriate to augment populations for HCN climate stations that lack
any population data, and are recommended when consistent and complete population data are required. The
recommended urban temperature adjustments based on the HCN and grid-based methods of estimating station
population can be significantly different for individual stations within the HCN dataset.

1. Introduction

The United States Historical Climatology Network
(HCN) comprises 1221 high-quality, long-term climate
observing stations. The HCN serial temperature dataset
(Easterling et al. 1996) is updated periodically and in-
cludes monthly temperature data that have been adjusted
to remove biases caused by changes in the time of ob-
servation, changes in instruments, movement of weather
stations, and urbanization. The HCN dataset is available
in several versions that include no adjustments, one or
more of the adjustments, or all of the adjustments. The
HCN dataset is a potent tool for climate researchers,
given both its long retrospective data offerings for many
stations and these multiple inhomogeneity adjustments
that are derived from a rich and extensive station me-
tadata.

Presently, the HCN dataset includes an adjustment
for urban heat-island biases using decennial population
values for each station. The population values were de-
rived from U.S. Census Bureau tabular data. These pop-
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ulation values have been useful in research on the effects
of urbanization on temperature data (Karl et al. 1988;
Gallo et al. 1999). The population data associated with
the stations are also used operationally in the preparation
of the HCN dataset for estimating the effect of urban-
ization on temperature with the methodology of Karl et
al. (1988). Unfortunately this population metadata file
is not complete, as missing values are present for 17.6%
of the 12 210 decennial population values associated
with the 1221 individual stations during the 1900–90
interval. The distribution of these missing values by
decade indicates a range in the percent of stations with
missing values from 34% in 1900 to 12% in 1990 (Table
1).

Throughout the 1900–90 interval a total of 523 HCN
stations have at least one missing population value. Sev-
eral stations displayed more than one missing value dur-
ing the interval, which resulted in a total of 2144 missing
values within the HCN dataset. These missing values
are likely the result of unavailable or incomplete pop-
ulation information, particularly in the earlier decades.
Preliminary evaluations have revealed that some of
these missing values are associated with stations in high-
ly populated metropolitan areas.

Population values for surrounding political jurisdic-




